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1

Introduction and Environmental Management Plan Overview

Greenstone Gold Mines GP Inc. (GGM) is committed to minimizing environmental effects through the
implementation of mitigation measures, monitoring, and adaptive management for the Hardrock Project
(the Project) within Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans (EMMPs) for construction and
operation. The Waste Management and Contingency Plan (WMP) describes management and monitoring
to address regulatory requirements and outlines how monitoring results will be used to guide
management decisions.
Through the EMMPs, the Project’s environmental risks and opportunities are addressed in a
comprehensive, systematic, planned and documented manner to meet the following objectives:
•

•
•
•
•

The Project is carried out in compliance with existing legislation, consistent with federal and
provincial guidelines, best practices, GGM corporate policies, and commitments made to
Aboriginal groups and communities during project review
Predictions of environmental effects identified in the environmental assessment are confirmed
Measures to mitigate environmental effects are documented, their effectiveness assessed, and
needs for further mitigation identified as needed
Benefits from the Project are enhanced
Reporting is structured to inform adaptive management and continual improvement.

The EMMPs guide environmental management for the Project. They are being progressively refined as
the Project moves - through permitting and construction. They will be updated based on continual
improvement during operations, using an adaptive management approach.
The WMP is structured to contain general information about management and monitoring in the main
part of the report and specific monitoring and corrective action plans for collection, separation, storage,
handling and disposal of non-hazardous solid waste and hazardous waste that is expected to be generated
by the Project construction, operations and closure activities. For purposes of this WMP, the definition
of hazardous waste refers to any registerable waste under the Hazardous Waste Information Network
(HWIN) including liquid industrial waste.

2

Mine Overview

The Hardrock deposit will be mined as an open pit. The process plant will operate 365 days per year with
a Life of Mine (LOM) of approximately 15 years. Mill throughput will range from 24,000 tonnes per day
(tpd) increasing to 30,000 tpd as conditions warrant. The overall Project schedule will consist of the
following phases:
•
•
•

Construction: Years -3 to -1, with early ore stockpiling commencing after the first year of
construction
Operation: Years 1 to 15, with Year 1 representing a transition from construction to operation
Closure: Years 16 to 20 for Active Closure and Years 21 to 36 for Post-Closure.
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Key mine components of the Project development area (PDA) are an open pit, waste rock storage areas
(WRSAs), overburden storage areas, ore stockpile, ore crushing and mill feed ore storage activities,
process plant, water management facilities, tailings management facility (TMF), power plant and
associated infrastructure, and explosives facility. Ancillary Project components are buildings, service
water supply and associated infrastructure, sewage and effluent treatment plants, site roads, watercourse
crossings, realignments and habitat compensation/offsets, onsite pipelines and piping, fuel and hazardous
materials storage, aggregate sources, and temporary camp. Existing infrastructure currently located
within the PDA will be relocated, including a portion of Highway 11, a Ministry of Transportation (MTO)
Patrol Yard, and a Hydro One Networks Inc. (Hydro One) facility.

3

Purpose of the Waste Management Plan

The purpose of the WMP is to facilitate the effective management of solid non-hazardous and hazardous
wastes generated from the Project by providing procedures and operations for safe, efficient and effective
management of waste streams in accordance with applicable regulations.
Potential wastes are managed from the procurement stage so that all aspects of the material coming on
site have been evaluated for hazardous characteristics, potential environmental impacts, potential
synergistic relationships to other waste or input streams, and the ultimate disposal requirements.
Minimizing the overall generation of waste is the key objective of the management plan and all materials
are managed by adhering to the principles of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover (4Rs). Any material
generation, especially those classified as hazardous are planned to be minimized to all extent practical
and each hazardous substance will be removed once the materials are no longer required. Where
materials cannot be managed according to the 4R principles, it is critical that any disposal be done in an
environmentally responsible manner and use applicable local approved disposal facilities (onsite and offsite facilities) to reduce fuel usage to transport.
The waste management methods and practices provided in this plan are based on the application of
regulations at the time this WMP was written. This WMP is written as a living document allowing for
modifications as necessary to improve the management of any waste materials onsite.

3.1

Performance Objectives

Objectives and targets are established to drive continuous improvement in environmental performance
and are consistent with the overall strategic goals of the Project. Objectives are measurable (where
possible), monitored, communicated, and updated as appropriate.
In support of GGM’s overarching environmental objective to work to prevent or mitigate any
environmental impacts, meet or exceed regulatory requirements and strive to continually improve our
environmental practices and performance, GGM will manage solid wastes using the following objectives:
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•
•
•
•

3.2

Compliance with applicable regulatory, permit and other solid non-hazardous and hazardous
waste management obligations
Effective management that enables efficient procurement, handling, storage and use, reduction
and substitution of materials to reduce waste generation
Follow the 4R Principles of Waste Management
Train onsite employees and contractors on waste management, achieved through the Project’s
site-specific environmental orientation training.

Waste Management Plan Fundamentals

The priority of the WMP is to follow the principles of the 4Rs – Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover. To follow
these principles, management decisions will be made considering their applicability to site operations.
Ultimately the verification of all waste streams, their handling and disposal locations, tracking and
documentation is required for the success of the WMP.
Reduce: The primary goal is to reduce the quantity of waste generated via effective procurement so that
ordered supplies and perishable consumables do not exceed usage rates and generate unnecessary waste.
Procurement will also review the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) of materials to consider the potential of
hazardous waste sources. Reviewing the use of all materials on site ensures that once a potential source
of waste is no longer used, it is removed from site. Construction and operation activities that generate
waste will be reviewed to identify opportunities for reducing the waste at source and the opportunities
implemented to the extent possible.
Reuse: Identify the delivery of supplies in materials that can be reused by other operational areas or
potentially within the greater community. Wood into storage racks, totes, or containers can be reused
for outside storage of materials like salt or sand in the winter, or as containers that can be used as garbage
receptacles. The beneficial reuse of waste requires less energy and is typically more cost efficient than
other disposal options.
Recycle: Recycling is effective for recovering materials that cannot be reduced or reused. Recycling
opportunities have the opportunity to reduce the purchase of additional products/storage. Procurement
will work with suppliers to identify packaging (e.g., pallets) that will be required to be returned to the
supplier after products are delivered.
Recover: The site does not have the ability to convert waste to energy in its current operations. The
collection of materials that do not meet the criteria of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle may have the opportunity
to be recovered, however under this WMP it has the potential to be done with the use of a waste
management service provider.
Where wastes cannot be managed according to the 4R principles, it is critical that they be disposed of in
an environmentally responsible manner. Where possible, local approved disposal facilities (including on
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and off-site facilities) will be utilized to minimize demand on community infrastructure and reduce fuel
usage to transport them.
Off-site Landfills: There are four off-site sanitary landfills in the Municipality: Beardmore, Geraldton,
Longlac and Nakina. GGM is a participant in the Greenstone Solid Waste Management Planning
Committee which is aiming to obtain approval for alternative waste disposal options so that it can
continue servicing waste disposal needs in the long term. It has also been confirmed by the Municipality
that the Longlac landfill has enough capacity to accept non-hazardous Project waste; 3,640 m3/year during
construction and 1,820 m3/ year during operation. Hazardous material off-site disposal will be contracted
to a MECP licensed service provider to be treated and/or disposed of by a MECP approved facility.

4

Scope of the Waste Management Plan

This WMP applies to Project infrastructure and management under the care and maintenance of GGM.
This document covers the following:
•
•
•

Geographic scope - area of the Project that will undergo changes through construction and/or
operation to accommodate the advancement of Project, and associated monitoring
Temporal scope - construction and operation phases
Regulatory scope – applicable laws and regulations described in Table 4-1.

Examples of materials included in this management plan are:
•
•
•
•

Waste materials: items that cannot be reduced in generation, recycled, reused or recovered
such as food waste and packaging materials.
Demolition materials: items such as salvaged concrete, bricks, and wood.
Hazardous waste: items that meet the criteria of Ontario Regulation (O.Reg.) 347/90, such as
used oil and batteries requiring special handling, storage and disposal
Contaminated soil: Any soil that exceeds the applicable Excess Soil Standards (ESS) (MECP 2019)
for non-metal parameters (i.e., petroleum hydrocarbons [PHCs], polychlorinated biphenyls
[PHBs], volatile organic compounds [VOCs]) will be automatically classified as Type D and will
require disposal off-site (i.e. at a licensed disposal facility).

The WMP applies to individuals working for or on behalf of GGM, including employees and contractors,
which have a role and/or accountability for the development, implementation and maintenance of this
WMP. GGM will make reasonable efforts that suitably qualified (licenced where applicable) contractors
are used for the transport of materials, supplies and waste materials, and that contractors have
appropriate controls and management plans in place to reduce the likelihood of incidents during transport.
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Table 4-1:

Regulatory Requirements that Apply to the Waste Management and Monitoring Program

Type of
Requirement
Environmental
Assessment
(EA) Process
Requirement
Regulatory
Requirements

Relevant Act or
Document
Provincial
Environmental
Assessment
Certificate
Conditions
Federal

Provincial

Permit
Conditions

4.1

Municipal
Regulatory
Requirements
Placeholder for
ECA Reference
Number

Details
A Provincial Environmental Assessment Certificate was issued by the
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) in March
2019. This WMP addresses the following conditions:
- Condition 19 (Waste Management and Contingency Plan)
Environmental Protection Act
Storage and disposal of specific waste in accordance with specific
regulations under the Act.
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act
Regulation SOR/2001-286 Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulation
This site is regulated for the transport of its waste if the material
being transported is classified as Hazardous Waste, however only
specific materials will have these requirements.
Ontario Environmental Protection Act
O.Reg. 347 General – Waste Management - Part V
Providing the definitions of Hazardous Waste, exemptions for
Waste, methodologies for manifesting as well as guidance for
general waste management and disposal.
O.Reg. 102/94 Waste Audit and Waste Reduction Work Plans for
Construction and Demolition Projects
GGM will be completing waste audits for the proposed demolition
activities to identifying waste streams.
There are no known local or municipal regulatory requirements related
to waste management.
GGM expects to receive an Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) for
an onsite construction and demolition landfill; any additional conditions will
be referenced here.

Regulatory Requirements
Provincial Regulatory Requirements

GGM is proposing to place solid non-hazardous (i.e., non-food waste) within the boundaries of WRSA B as
was identified in the approved EA and is permitted by O.Reg. 347.

Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) Requirements
It is expected that the Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) for the onsite landfill will contain specific
terms and conditions. This section of the WMP will be updated upon receipt of the ECA to reflect the
terms and conditions.
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4.1.2.1 Regulatory Definitions of Waste
O.Reg. 347 provides definitions of waste, hazardous waste and other classifications and exemptions of
materials. The most applicable definitions for the Project are provided below.
“non-hazardous solid industrial waste” means industrial waste that is not liquid industrial waste and is not
hazardous waste and includes asbestos waste;
“subject waste” means,
(a) liquid industrial waste,
(b) hazardous waste, and
(b.1) waste that was characteristic waste but that has been treated so that it is no longer
characteristic waste, if the waste may not be disposed of by land disposal under subsection 79 (1),
“liquid industrial waste” means waste that is both liquid waste and industrial waste but does not include,
(a) hazardous waste,
(a.1) hauled sewage,
(a.2) GNF,
(b) waste from the operation of a sewage works described in clause (m) of the definition of “hazardous
waste”,
(c) waste from the operation of a water works subject to the Ontario Water Resources Act or the Safe
Drinking Water Act, 2002,
(d) waste that is produced in any month in an amount less than twenty-five litres or otherwise
accumulated in an amount less than twenty-five litres,
(e) waste directly discharged by a generator from a waste generation facility into,
(i) a sewage works, other than a storm sewer, that is subject to the Ontario Water Resources Act or
was established before April 3, 1957, or
(ii) a sewage system regulated under Part 8 of Division B of Ontario Regulation 332/12 (Building Code)
made under the Building Code Act, 1992,
(f) waste that results directly from food processing and preparation operations,
(g) drilling fluids and produced waters associated with the exploration, development or production of
crude oil or natural gas,
(h) processed organic waste, or
(i) asbestos waste;
“Hazardous waste” means a waste that is a,
(a) hazardous industrial waste,
(b) acute hazardous waste chemical,
(c) hazardous waste chemical,
(d) severely toxic waste,
(e) ignitable waste,
(f) corrosive waste,
(g) reactive waste,
(h) radioactive waste, except radioisotope wastes disposed of in a landfilling site in accordance with
the written instructions of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission,
(i) pathological waste,
(j) leachate toxic waste, or
Uncontrolled when Printed
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(k) PCB waste
The following O. Reg 347, Section 2(1) has been edited to show only those wastes that have the potential
to be applicable to the GGM site. The numbering is specific to the regulation.
Section 2(1): The following are designated as wastes:
1. Dust suppressant
3. Processed organic waste
5. Rock fill or mill tailings from a mine
7. Hazardous waste
8. Hauled liquid industrial waste
12. Wood waste
13. Municipal waste
14. Residue from an industrial, manufacturing or commercial process or operation, if the residue
leaves the site where the process or operation is carried on
15. Hauled sewage
16. Used lubricating oil
Section 2(2): The following materials from the time they leave a construction site, or a demolition site are
designated wastes:
1. Brick
2. Corrugated cardboard
3. Concrete
4. Drywall
5. Steel
6. Wood. O. Reg. 105/94, s. 2 (2)
Section 2(3): A designation set out in subsection (2) does not apply to material leaving a construction site
or demolition site that is being delivered,
(a) to the vendor of the material for resale as construction material;
(b) to permanent premises of the person undertaking the construction or the person on whose behalf
the construction is undertaken, for use as construction material by or for the person; or
(c) to permanent premises of the person undertaking the demolition or the person on whose behalf
the demolition is undertaken, for use as construction material by or for the person. O. Reg. 105/94,
s. 2 (2).
Section 3(1): The following wastes are exempted from Part V of the Act and this Regulation:
5. Inert fill.
6. Rock fill or mill tailings from a mine.
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Municipal Regulatory Requirements
The municipal landfills that are scheduled to be used do not have any additional municipal regulatory
requirements beyond the O.Reg. 347 criteria. There are limitations to the materials that are accepted as
recyclables.

Other Agreements, Commitments, Requirements
Non-recyclable, non-hazardous domestic waste will be transferred off-site using a certified contractor for
proper disposal at the Longlac landfill. It has been confirmed that the Longlac landfill has adequate
capacity to accept anticipated non-hazardous, domestic waste from the Project.
Recyclables, including scrap metal will be collected as source separated materials and then transferred
off-site using licensed contractor for proper disposal to appropriately licensed facilities.

5

Roles and Responsibilities

All persons working for or on behalf of GGM, including employees and contractors, have a role in the
successful implementation and maintenance of the WMP. Table 5-1 outlines roles and responsibilities for
activities under this plan.
Table 5-1:

Roles and Responsibilities
Role

Responsibility

Construction Manager (during
Construction phase)
Mine Manager
(during Operation phase)
Environmental Superintendent
(or Staff as designated)

• Be aware of waste management policies and procedures.
• Provide direction as needed on the appropriate disposal of waste.
• Support Project environmental staff in waste management / reduction programs.

Environmental Supervisor

• Oversee site compliance with waste management policies and procedures.
• Oversee all waste/recycling source separation stations and the way waste and
hazardous waste collection systems are operated, monitored and waste materials
disposed of appropriately and in a timely fashion.
• Implement appropriate emergency response procedures in the event of a
hazardous waste spill.
• Ensure compliance factors for hazardous waste storage, handling and disposal.
Manage manifesting tracking system and provide site liaison with Hazardous
Waste Management Service provider.
• Maintain the waste management documentation system.

• Oversee compliance with waste diversion policies (solid / hazardous) among Site
Personnel.
• Confirm waste handling contractors and facilities are appropriately qualified or
licensed for waste stream for which they are responsible.
• Confirm operation of Waste Facility is within waste management policies and
procedures.
• Confirm all Site Personnel and Contractors are provided sufficient training.
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Role

Responsibility

Environmental Monitors/
Technicians

• Review and provide input into WMP.
• Participate in implementation of waste management plan and associated
monitoring and reporting.
• Provide input into any future revisions of the WMP and adaptive management as
required.
• Communicate results of management and monitoring to their community.

Procurement Manager

• Initiate discussions with future Materials Suppliers that packaging, packing and
crating materials can be recyclable, compositable, returnable or can be reutilized
for a different application at project site in an effort to minimize these products
ending their cycle in a landfill.
• Ensures waste handling contractors and facilities are appropriately qualified or
• licensed for waste stream for which they are responsible before a contract is
issued.
• Ensures all Contractors have required task specific policies and procedures in
place.
• Ensures waste reduction initiatives are specified in contracts.
• Ensures waste diversion policies (solid / hazardous) are included in contracts.

Environmental Advisory
Committees (EAC)

• Review and provide input into WMP.
• Provide input into any future revisions of the BMMP and adaptive management as
required.
• Meet regularly and report EAC activities to the Implementation Committees (for
implementation of long-term agreements).

Equipment Operators, Site
Personnel and Contractors

• Be aware of waste management policies and procedures.
• Dispose of waste appropriately and ensure all opportunities for material reuse,
recycle and recovery is optimized prior to disposal.
• Be familiar with appropriate emergency response procedures in the event of a
hazardous waste spill.

Waste Transport Contractor
and Waste Receiver

• Maintain licensing as required and appropriate.
• Complete necessary documentation for tracking of wastes.
• Conduct waste handling, transport, disposal in accordance with applicable
Provincial and Federal legislation and associated regulations.

5.1

Competence, Training and Awareness

GGM requires that persons working under its management, including employees and contractors, have
the knowledge, understanding, skills and abilities to complete work in a manner that protects the
environment. The actions described below will be established to provide worker competency, training
and awareness.
Staff will be trained in various waste management procedures as appropriate to their respective work
areas and the use of source separation waste bins. Project staff will be made aware of recycling activities,
the WSF and be encouraged to divert and segregate recyclable waste to those appropriate streams, while
disposing of general waste appropriately (i.e. not contaminating the recycling stream).
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Personnel who work with and/or maintain heavy equipment will be trained in the appropriate
maintenance procedures to reduce the likelihood of spills, as well as in the appropriate disposal of
hazardous waste materials such as fluids, filters, and batteries. Maintenance and operation personnel will
also be trained in spill mitigation and reporting procedures.
The management of waste and diversion of recyclable, reusable and/or recoverable materials will be
reinforced within the daily operations of all the staff from the operational as well as the personal comfort
side of the site.
The management, handling and transfer of hazardous waste will require specific training of GGM staff to
ensure all health and safety practices are followed as well as Transportation of Dangerous Goods
regulations. Spills prevention and mitigation procedures will also be provided to anyone that will be
involved with the management of hazardous waste. It is expected that any licensed contractor that will
be providing the service for hazardous waste will have all applicable training, according to federal and
provincial requirements.

6

Waste Generation Expectations

The operations of the GGM site are expected to generate waste from multiple sources including:
•
•
•
•
•

Demolition of existing infrastructure
Municipal waste from employees residing in the onsite camp
Construction waste including non-recyclable packing and shipping materials
Operation waste including employee and office waste
Soils that exceed the applicable ESS (MECP 2019) for non-metal parameters (i.e. Type D soil).

It should be noted that historical tailings, waste rock and soil are outside the scope of this WMP.
Anticipated non-recyclable and non-hazardous waste generation for Construction and Operations phases
of the Project is provided in Table 6-1. Details on how waste generation numbers were calculated is
provided in Sections 6.1 to 6.4 .
During mine closure and demolition, as much salvageable material as practical will be sold (structural steel
and other metals, vehicles etc.) while residual general demolition wastes will largely be placed into the
onsite landfill in WRSA B.
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Table 6-1:
Site
Year
-3
-2

-1

Estimated Non-Hazardous, Non-recyclable Waste Generation
Expected
Destination of
Waste

Total Waste Qty
per year to Longlac
Landfill (m3)1
974

Total Waste Qty
per year to
Onsite C&D
Landfill (m3)2
0

2,286

1,686

2,286

6,386

Phase

Assumptions

PreConstruction
(Partial year)
Construction

-450 employees (0.041 m3/week)
-No demolition

Site Employees

959

Longlac

Wood Waste

15

Longlac

-675 employees (0.041 m3/week)
50 pallets/year +10%

Site Employees
Wood Waste

1,439
15

Longlac
Longlac

-7,178 ft2
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2
-2,000 ft2
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2
-7,178 ft2
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2
- 8,000 m2 area new buildings
-0.104 m3 waste per m2 area

MTO Patrol Yard

740

Gas Station

206

Interpretive Centre

740

Additional
construction waste
(packing and shipping
materials)

832

Onsite C&D
Landfill
Onsite C&D
Landfill
Onsite C&D
Landfill
Longlac

-675 employees (0.041 m3/week)

Site Employees

1,439

Longlac

50 pallets/year +10%

Wood Waste

15

Longlac

-2,000 ft
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2
-30 x 2,000 ft2
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2

Headframe

206

30 Houses

6,180

Onsite C&D
Landfill
Onsite C&D
Landfill

- 8,000 m2 area new buildings
-0.104 m3 waste per m2 area

Additional
construction waste
(packing and shipping
materials)

Construction

2

Basis of Waste

Waste Qty
Generated
(m3)
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Site
Year
1

Expected
Destination of
Waste

1,439

Longlac

Phase

Assumptions

Construction /
Transition to
Operation

-675 employees (0.041 m3/week)

Employee - Site

50 pallets/year +10%

Wood Waste

15

Longlac

-12,125 ft
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2

OPP Station

1,249

Onsite C&D
Landfill

-3,880 ft2
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2

Hydro One
Transmission Station

400

Onsite C&D
Landfill

-35 x 2,000 ft2
-0.103 m3 waste per ft2

35 Houses

7,210

Onsite C&D
Landfill

2

Basis of Waste

Waste Qty
Generated
(m3)

Total Waste Qty
per year to Longlac
Landfill (m3)1

Total Waste Qty
per year to
Onsite C&D
Landfill (m3)2

1,454

8,859

2 - 15

Operations

-450 employees (0.041 m3/week)

Employee - Site

974

Longlac

974

0

16
20

Active Closure

Refer to Closure Plan

Employee - Site

Longlac

1,000 (entire
phase)

10,000 (entire
phase)

Refer to Closure Plan

Solid Non-hazardous
Waste

1,000
(entire
phase)
10,000
(entire
phase)

-

Onsite C&D
Landfill

Notes:
1 The Longlac landfill has adequate capacity to accept 3,640 m3/year from the Project during Construction and 1,820 m3/year during operation
2 The proposed C&D landfill has a total capacity of 39,500 m3
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Anticipated recyclable and hazardous waste generation for construction and operation phases of the
Project is provided in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2:

Estimated Waste Generation of Materials Requiring Special Handling, Hazardous Materials
and Recyclable Materials
Waste Type

CONSTRUCTION
Demolition and construction materials

Estimated
Quantity/Volume

Disposal

10,000 m3 for entire
phase

OPERATION
Batteries
Metal
Electrical wiring
Untreated wood
Technology, Information, Communication

Off-site facility for:
- materials that require special handling
(e.g., asbestos);
- hazardous material treatment; or
- recycling/Reuse

100 batteries/year
478 m3 /year
7.5 m3/year
5,700 m3/year
0.3 tonnes/year

Used oil

187,850 litres/year

Used oil filters
Used air filters
Used Glycol

5,374 filters/year
2,207 filters/year
15,332 litres/year

Off-site facility for hazardous material
Recycling
Recycling
Recycling/Reuse
Off-site facility for
- hazardous material treatment; or
- recycling
Off-site facility for
- hazardous material treatment; or
- recycling
Off-site facility for hazardous material
Off-site facility for hazardous material
Off-site facility for
- hazardous material treatment; or
- recycling

CLOSURE
Metal

4,565 m3/entire
phase

Recycling

Soil will be sampled and classified in accordance with the Soil Management Plan. As per the Project
Closure Plan (January 2020), it is currently conservatively estimated that approximately 269,720 m3 of
Type D soil will require disposal off-site.

6.1

Waste Generation Volumes Per Onsite Employee

According to Statistics Canada (2008), waste generated per capita in Ontario is 1,031 kg/year. Using the
industry accepted conversion factor of 481 kg/m3 (Aqua-calc 2020), this converts to waste generation per
person being 2.143 m3/year or 0.041 m3/week. Waste generation for each phase of the Project was
calculated based on the number of employees as presented in Table 6-1.
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6.2

Wood Waste

The main source of wood is expected to be from broken packing crates and skids that cannot be returned
to the vendor. The volume of wood waste generated on site was calculated using the following
assumptions:
•

•
•

6.3

The amount of wood per pallet was determined to be the equivalent of eight 2ft x 4ft boards,
when finished the wood pallet would measure 40” x 48”. This provides a measurement of 64
board feet which converts to 0.15 m3 (Spelter 2002).
50 pallets per year are damaged and cannot be returned to vendor (which is a high value in a
pallet return‐reuse program.
To be conservative, GGM has added a 50% contingency, resulting in a yearly estimate of 15 m3
/year of wood waste.

Construction Waste

It is expected that there will be additional construction waste from shipping and handling materials.
According to the U.S. EPA (2009), construction waste can be estimated based on the size of new buildings
at 50 kg/m2. Using the industry accepted conversion factor, of 481 kg/m3 (Aqua-calc 2020), this convers
to 0.104 m3 of waste generated per m2 area of new buildings. Waste generation from shipping and packing
materials was calculated based on the approximate square footage of new buildings as presented in Table
6-1.

6.4

Property Demolition

The demolition of the properties will be done as the active mine site encroaches the actual properties.
There will be pre‐demolition waste audits and property inspections done prior to the removal of
structures to identify wastes that may require special handling and management (e.g., asbestos, lead
paint) that will be disposed of at a licenced facility. Should there be any designated substances identified,
there will be a specific management plan developed to follow O.Reg. 102/94 as well as Health & Safety
requirements. Since the demolition is to be gradual in nature, there is an opportunity for the contractor
undertaking the demolition to salvage and recycle as much of the material, as is practical. For purposes of
this WMP, the calculations presented below do not include the removal of hazardous waste or recyclable
materials as there has been no pre‐demolition inspection or audits completed to date and are therefore
considered conservative. In addition, the calculations do not include any compaction.
It is estimated that 206 m3 of demolition waste is generated for a typical 2,000 square foot house prior to
compaction (Hometown Demolition 2020) which converts to 0.103 m3 waste per ft2. Waste generation for
each property to be demolished was calculated based on the approximate square footage as presented
in Table 6-1.
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7

Implementation of WMP

Waste management for the Project will consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

7.1

a Waste Sorting Facility (WSF)
disposal of domestic waste at the Municipality of Greenstone Longlac landfill
use of a secure hazardous waste temporary storage area within the WSF
disposal of solid non-hazardous waste in the onsite landfill located within the footprint of
WRSA B
selling or recycling waste.

Operational Procedures

The Project has assigned specific management procedures for ensuring waste is managed according to
the WMP requirements. These procedures have been developed for specific tasks within the operations
of the site. The types of waste GGM expects to encounter on site and an overview of waste management
depending on the type of material is provided in Appendix B. Specific waste handling procedures are
provided in Appendix C.

Purchasing of Materials
The following procedures and considerations will be taken prior to any materials being purchased for use
on the GGM site:
•

•
•

Green purchasing will be enacted such that prior to any material purchase an SDS search will
be completed to understand the potential waste management consideration that will result
from the transport, storage and use of the material onsite (i.e. generation of hazardous waste).
Whenever possible, materials will be purchased in containers that must be returned to the
vendor.
Periodic review will be done by Procurement to determine if an alternative green source can
be identified to reduce the environmental impact of the material currently used. Evaluations
of the stockpile of materials/supplies will be completed to ensure no further order of materials
no longer used.

Waste Minimization
In conjunction with the efforts initiated with purchasing the reduction of use, recycling and reuse of
materials will be considered within each operational area including:
•
•
•
•

Using low-toxicity (green) solvents in parts washers
Purchasing supplies in bulk/returnable containers
Maintaining minimal inventories to prevent product expirations and waste generation
Implementing the use of reusable products instead of disposal
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•
•
•
•

Implementing recycling parts washer systems
Using LED lighting systems or low-mercury fluorescent lamps and recycling any spent lamps to
avoid them entering the waste stream
Scheduling recycling of antifreeze, batteries, tires, scrap metal, used oil as the services are
available in the area
Implementing a container return to vendor practice. Where this isn’t possible a container
management system will be implemented. Containers can be used as over-pack/spill
containment of other liquid storage system or they can be used for refuse containment.

Recycling and Reuse of Materials
Due to the location of the Project operations the availability, logistics and cost associated with recycling
and reuse of the various materials can be prohibited. An evaluation will be done on each potential waste
stream to determine the cost/benefit of the recycling/reuse program as well as the availability or
opportunity within the local community. Hazardous materials are not to be recycled and will be disposed
of according to regulations and safe practices. An evaluation for the most viable materials will be done
and should an option be identified as not feasible, the WMP will be revised accordingly.
Some key materials that can be recycled are provided below, however due to the location of the site and
the potential issue involved with services not all materials may be feasible.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.2

Antifreeze – recycled and reused onsite/off-site
Batteries – returned to vendor or reclaimed off-site
Lamp/bulbs – recycled off-site
Compressed gas cylinders – returned to vendor for reuse
Pallets – reused and/or recycled onsite
Drums/containers – returned to vendor where possible, reused onsite, recycled metal as scrap
Scrap metal – recycled
Aluminum cans, PET/HDPE bottles – recycled off-site
Waste oils, glycols and solvents that can be recycled or reused

Waste Sorting Facility

The Waste Sorting Facility (WSF) will be located onsite, as shown in Figure 7-1, to allow for the nonhazardous waste materials to be collected and sorted appropriately as well as the storage of the
hazardous waste materials.
The non-hazardous material sorting will remove recyclable, reusable and recovery material from the
disposal stream and reduce waste volume.
Hazardous waste materials will also be appropriately handled, stored and segregated within this facility.
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Recycling-Reuse-Recovery
To assist with sorting, collection bins will be installed within the employee comfort areas, kitchen, dining
and other common areas. These bins will allow for readily recyclable and reusable materials to be sorted
at source. A detailed list and pictogram will be available at each sorting bin to enable employees to
comply. The segregated waste will be collected and directly deposited into the correct holding area with
the WSF. Wastes associated with vehicles, such as scrap metal, batteries, and broken parts will be
collected and sold for scrap or recycled, when possible.
Within the WSF there will be appropriate secured temporary storage for these source separated materials
and waste prior to backhaul to facilities off-site.

Hazardous Waste
Hazardous waste will be temporarily stored on-site in a designated storage area, having secondary
containment and appropriate labelling and safeguards for segregating incompatible materials in
preparation for truck transport. All hazardous material will have an up to date copy of the SDS stored
within the containment area for reference.
Hazardous waste materials will be packaged for shipment off site to certified waste management facilities
for appropriate handling, in accordance with Canadian and provincial regulations. These materials will not
be stored onsite for longer than 90 days unless approval for an extension has been obtained by the MECP.
Waste inspections will be completed on a routine basis checking for proper identification, HWIN codes
and date to ensure any material having been stored would not have reached the 90-day limit.

7.3

Onsite Landfill (Solid Non-Hazardous) Waste

Solid non-hazardous waste, including non-hazardous demolition material from existing buildings and
infrastructure, will be disposed of in the onsite landfill, located in the footprint of WRSA B (Figure 1).
Waste material will be hauled to WRSA B and placed within a designated location along the southern edge
of WRSA B.
No scales are required for the landfill operation and volumetric capacity consumed will be calculated on
an annual basis from topographic survey data. The onsite landfill will be operated in accordance with the
waste ECA.

7.4

Off-site Landfill Waste

Non-recyclable, non-hazardous domestic waste that is not permitted to be placed in the onsite landfill will
be transferred off-site using a licensed contractor for proper disposal at the Longlac landfill. Tracking the
quantity of material and completing a visual inspection of the type of material being transferred for landfill
will be completed along with any weigh bills provided by the licensed contractor. This correlation of
documentation provides diligence in tracking the shipping of material from the site.
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In discussions between GGM and the Municipality of Greenstone, it has been confirmed that the Longlac
landfill has sufficient capacity to accept anticipated non-hazardous, domestic waste from the Project;
3,640 m3/year during construction and 1,820 m3/ year during operation.
Non-hazardous waste materials that requires special handling and management such as asbestos will be
handled in accordance with applicable regulations and disposed of at a licenced facility. The Lappe landfill
in Thunder Bay accepts non-hazardous waste including asbestos.
Any Type D soil will require removal to an off-site management facility as per the Soil Management Plan.
Specific requirements, including analytical testing and proposed volumes for disposal would need to be
verified with the receiving facility prior to off-site disposal. Potential disposal locations for non-metals
impacted soil include the following:
•
•

8

Municipality of Greenstone sanitary landfills (Beardmore, Geraldton, Longlac and Nakina) may
take hydrocarbon-impacted soils only as daily or intermediate cover.
Lappe landfill in Thunder Bay accepts non-hazardous soils including those impacted with PHCs,
PAHs and VOCs.

Implementation of Mitigation Measures

8.1

Onsite Landfill

Solid non-hazardous waste (e.g. untreated wood waste, concrete) will be disposed of an onsite landfill
located within the footprint of WRSA B. Solid waste that will be disposed of within the onsite landfill will
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete and concrete block
Brick
Dimensional lumber
Plywood, OSB and other wood products
Roofing materials
Furnishings and other typical building contents
Construction material packaging
Construction debris
Other non-hazardous debris.

The following are management and mitigation measures associated with the onsite landfill that will be
implemented:
•
•

Daily inspections will be carried out including completion of the daily inspection form
(Appendix A).
Road quality metal signage (100 mm min letter height) shall be posted at landfill vehicle
entrances and at 100 m intervals along the landfill perimeter with the following information.
o ECA Number
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Supervisor Contact telephone number
“On Site Construction and Demolition Waste Only”
“Prohibited Wastes”
 Liquids and Slurries
 Asbestos
 Food or Domestic Waste
 Sewage Sludge
 Tires
 Hazardous Waste
Waste placement and compaction: Waste materials shall be placed in an organized and
progressive sequence. Exposed waste surface shall be kept to a minimum following industry
standard landfilling practice. Compaction shall be performed daily during active operations
with either heavy tracked equipment or with pin/pad compactor wheels.
Nuisance control: Given that the landfill will be permitted for only C&D materials, it is unlikely
to attract vermin/vectors/birds and no active control measures are required. The daily
inspection form will include a line item to confirm no vermin/vectors/birds are present.
The landfill is located within an active mining operation and the dust/noise from landfill
operations is not anticipated to alter local dust/noise conditions in a material way. The waste
inspection form will include an item to address excess dust if required.
If blowing debris is present in surrounding area, debris shall be collected and bagged on a daily
basis.
Operational cover: During the spring/summer/fall seasons a 150 mm soil cover shall be placed
over exposed waste material on a minimum monthly basis. No soil cover is proposed in the
December to March time period due to typically severe weather conditions making the
spreading of soil impractical.
GGM may apply operational cover at any frequency greater than once per month if deemed to
improve blowing debris or any other observed negative impacts.
o
o
o

•

•

•

•
•

•

8.2

Off-site Disposal

Domestic waste will be sent to the Longlac landfill via truck. During operation, it is expected that the
greatest volume of material will be generated at the mine dry and administration building, with additional
amounts at various other locations throughout the processing plant area, and minor amounts in other
areas across the Project site.
The majority of hazardous waste at the Project is expected to be generated from maintenance of mine
fleet vehicles, including haul trucks, excavators, and other light vehicles. Appropriate containers for
working quantities of storage of wastes such as oil and fuel, hydraulic fluids, antifreeze, filters, solvents,
and other hazardous wastes will be located in an area with containment in the Maintenance Shop. Other
hazardous wastes generated on the Project site may include fluorescent light bulbs, reagents, and
biomedical waste (either from personal care such as diabetic supplies or from first aid / medical
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treatment). Areas where these materials will be generated will be equipped with appropriate means for
short-term storage such as clearly labelled bins and sharps / biohazard containers. There will be transfers
of the working storage volumes to the WSF into secured, labelled containers that are maintained within
a spill containment area or on spill pallets to eliminate the risks associated with spills.
Once a sufficient quantity of any of the stored materials has been reached, an appropriate contractor
(licensed, where required) will be contacted to transport the material to a licensed off-site hazardous
waste disposal facility or recycling opportunity.
Hazardous waste will be transported and disposed of in accordance with O.Reg. 347, and the
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act, 1992, with manifests completed and copies retained at site for
records and inspection as requested.
There will be two effluent treatment plants (ETP) on site as well as a Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) which
will produce sludge as a typical by-product. The sludge from the two ETPs will be pumped to geotextile
bags/socks installed on a lined pad to filter out water. The geotextile bags will then be transferred to the
TMF for disposal when it is operational. Sludge produced by the STP will be pumped to holding tanks and
then taken off-site once a week to a licenced facility in the Municipality of Greenstone. In addition, during
construction there will be portable washrooms onsite prior to the STP being operational in which
approximately 3 trucks of sewage per day (at peak construction activity) will require to be disposed of at
an off-site facility. The Municipality of Greenstone has confirmed they are able to accept the sludge and
sewage as outlined above.

8.3

Contingency Planning for Waste Management

GGM is committed to meeting all obligations and compliance requirements regarding waste and recycling
streams. There is a maximum amount of solid non-hazardous waste that can be stored within the onsite
landfill and this has been accounted for with the site operations.
As a contingency, if the Longlac landfill cannot accept the waste that has been designated for disposal
there or if the onsite landfill is not approved, GGM would send the waste to the Lappe Landfill. It has been
confirmed that the Lappe Landfill Site in the District of Thunder Bay can accept this waste under their
current ECA A7310904 (see confirmation in Appendix D).

Closure
During Closure, GGM will recover as much material and property for resale and/or salvage at closure.
There will be as little material as possible transferred for landfilling. Materials that cannot be sold,
salvaged and/or potentially recycled will be disposed of in the onsite landfill or transferred for disposal in
an off-site landfill. There are also planning efforts currently underway for a new Greenstone Municipality
landfill, which is reasonably expected to be available at the time of mine closure. GGM is involved in the
planning discussions for this new Municipal landfill.
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Should the proposed new Greenstone Municipality Landfill not be operational to receive and dispose of
the waste generated during the Closure Phase, then the waste will be managed, transported and disposed
of at an alternative MECP approved landfill facility. Alternatively, if there are no municipal landfills that
will accept the Project closure waste GGM will contract a MECP licenced waste management company. It
is the goal of GGM to manage waste generated during the Closure Phase of the Project efficiently in an
environmentally sensitive manner and will ensure all aspects of compliance are maintained.

9

Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting

9.1

Monitoring, Measurement, Analysis and Evaluation

The purpose of the waste management monitoring program is to evaluate and document if the WMP
successfully achieves its performance objectives of safe and effective waste management. Table 9-1
outlines the location and frequency of the inspection program. Refer to the inspection form provided in
Appendix A.
Table 9-1:

Summary of Waste Management Plan Inspection Activities

Location
Waste Sorting Facility
Off-site Transfer and Disposal
Onsite Landfill (in footprint of WRSA B)
Off-site Landfill (e.g., Longlac)

Waste Material
All Waste
Hazardous Waste
Solid Non-Hazardous Waste
Solid Non-Hazardous Waste

Inspection Frequency
Weekly
Monthly
Weekly
Weekly

Solid Waste
There are currently no regulatory compliance requirements for solid waste management monitoring,
however GGM will be completing routine checklists and tracking of waste volumes and disposal.
The checklists and routine tracking of the material volumes will ensure that waste generation at the site
is being maintained at the projected volumes. Inspecting the WSF and the individual waste streams will
keep the source separation program in check, identify any inconsistencies within collection and separation
and assist general maintenance and operations. This tracking will also ensure that the hazardous waste
storage specification is being managed and any spill risk mitigation is being maintained.
As part of the site environmental activities, Project environmental staff will complete routine inspections
and commission periodic waste audits to evaluate the quantities of material generated from each waste
stream, the effectiveness of diversion, and the continued ability of the target receiving site to
accommodate material. These audits will also review the qualifications and license status of contracted
carriers and receivers.
As a best practice, the site will be routinely inspected for cleanliness and good housekeeping practices,
and to ensure that waste materials are properly disposed of in the appropriate temporary storage
facilities.
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Hazardous Waste
The Project site requires registration under the HWIN program of MECP to allow for the licensed pick-up,
transportation and disposal/treatment of the hazardous waste generated onsite.
Each hazardous waste generated onsite will have its own handling, disposal and/or treatment
requirements as determined under O. Reg. 347.
To remove, transport, dispose or treat the hazardous waste, a six-part manifest must be completed. There
are specific requirements for each phase of the hazardous waste life cycle from generation to disposal
that must be completed within the manifest:
•

•
•

Part A is completed by the Generator (GGM), Part B is completed by the Carrier (licenced
Contractor/Service Provider) and Part C by the hazardous wastes Receiver. At the time of the
hazardous waste pick-up the Generator (GGM) detaches Copy 1 and sends that copy to the
MECP as addressed on the manifest. The Generator (GGM) retains Copy 2. The Carrier
(licenced Contractor/Service Provider) keeps the remaining four copies (3,4,5,6) with the
shipment.
At the delivery of the hazardous waste to the Receiver (Treatment or Disposal) the Carrier
provides all four remaining copies to the Receiver’s Authorized Representative.
The Receiver completes Part C and sends Copy 3 to the MECP at the address on the manifest
and distributes copy 4 to the Carrier and copy 5 to the Generator. Copy 6 is kept by the
Receiver.

If more than one Carrier is used for the hazardous waste shipment within Ontario, a new manifest is
required for each Carrier involved in the transport unless otherwise directed by the MECP.

9.2

Reporting

The current reporting requirements associated with the WMP include the following documents:
•
•
•
•
•

Hazardous Waste Manifesting
WSF Inspection Reports
Onsite Landfill Inspection Reports
Onsite Landfill Annual Reports
Complaint Reports.

The requirements of reporting will be updated in accordance with any changes in regulatory
requirements, issuance of relevant permit conditions or GGM policy or procedural changes.
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9.3

Continual Improvement

GGM is committed to the continual improvement of its environmental management and performance. As
part of the GGM Adaptive Management Framework, the WMP will be assessed annually to verify how it
is implemented and the continued suitability, adequacy and effectiveness of the Plan. The review will
identify elements in need of revision and evaluate performance against established performance
objectives.
Adaptive management is a planned and systematic process for continuously improving environmental
management practices by learning from intermediary outcomes. This approach provides the flexibility to
address and accommodate new circumstances, adjust monitoring, and implement new mitigation
measures or modify existing measures. The Adaptive Management Framework (Figure 8-1) provides a
formalized approach to:
•
•
•
•

Formally track and monitor activities
Report and as needed, investigate incidents, including non-conformance and non-compliance
events
Develop and implement mitigation measures and corrective actions
Continue monitoring and update the WMP as needed.

GGM will identify and correct incidents with appropriate and lasting measures aimed to prevent
reoccurrence and/or similar occurrences. Corrective actions will be assigned as appropriate, including
actions to prevent their reoccurrence. For example, GGM will implement additional mitigation if wind
blown debris from the landfill or observations of wildlife in the landfill is regularly observed. Corrective
actions will vary according to the results of incident investigation and in consideration of other incidents
related to WMP.
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Waste Management

Figure 9-1:

Hardrock Project Adaptive Management Framework
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APPENDIX A
ONSITE WASTE MANAGEMENT INSPECTION FORMS
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Waste Facilities Inspection Form
Date and Time:
Employee Name:
Question

Circle Yes
or No
Hazardous Waste Containment Inspection

Location of Inspection:
Is there visible signs of Leaks or Contamination of storage area?

Comments (observations, actions)

Y or N

Is all containment appropriately labelled and stored correctly?

Y or N

Is Waste Manifesting available?

Y or N

Recycling Area/Bins Inspection
Location of Inspection:
Are materials in recycling area/bins appropriate for recycling?
Y or N
Are materials in recycling area/bins contaminated by other waste
(e.g., food waste)?
Is the recycling area/bin clearly marked?

Y or N
Y or N

Food Waste Storage Area/ Bins Inspection
Location of Inspection:
Are containers secure?

Y or N

Are there any signs of pests (insects/animals)?

Y or N

Is there any visible source of leachate or spills?

Y or N

Is there any unreasonable odour?

Y or N

Is the area clearly marked?

Onsite Landfill (Solid Non-hazardous Waste)
Y or N

Only solid non-hazardous waste present (e.g. no hazardous waste,
food, plastic bags, etc.)?
Liquid waste present?

Y or N
Y or N

Number of Action Items Identified:
Person Responsible for Action Items:
Verified By:
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Onsite Landfill Daily Inspection Form
Date and Time:
Employee/Contractor Name:
Question
Waste type/description being put
into landfill:

Answer

Comments (observations, actions)

Estimate of number of loads into
landfill today:

Did compaction and cover
application occur?

Was any prohibited waste
inadvertently received?

Is there any vermin/vectors
present?

Is there any excess dust or blowing
debris present?

Were any actions taken to address
deficiencies? If so, provide
description.

Are operations consistent with the
Waste ECA application?
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APPENDIX B
WASTE MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
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Table B-1:
Waste Type

Waste Management Overview

Description

Generation
Waste
Area
Designation/
Class

Waste Storage
Method

Generation/
Handling

Transfer to WSF

Acids

Used acids from
lab

Onsite Lab

Hazardous
Waste (Liquid
Industrial
Waste)

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Liquid tight
containment,
manual transfer to
WSF

Aerosol Cans
(empty)

Paint, lubricant,
glue, cleaning
products

Site wide

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Containment

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Batteries – Alkaline

Used for portable
energy source

Site wide

Hazardous
Waste

Source Separated
Collection Bins

Beverage
Containers –
recyclables

Employee and
contractor
consumption

Site wide

Recyclable
Material

Source Separated
Collection Bins

Biohazard

Employee and
contractor
consumption

First Aid
sites,
Employee
Camp

Hazardous
Waste

Specialized
Designated
Biohazard Bins

Temporary storage
at source separated
collection bin,
routine empty of
bins direct transfer
to WSF
Temporary storage
at source separated
collection bin,
routine empty of
bins direct transfer
to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Depending on size of
temporary storage
volume manual or
vehicle transfer to
WSF
Depending on size of
temporary storage
volume manual or
vehicle transfer to
WSF

Cardboard – nonfood

Packaging

Site wide

Recyclable
Material

Source Separated
Collection Bins

Uncontrolled when
Printed

Temporary storage
at source separated
collection bin,

Receiving WSF
Method

Final Disposal

Decant to secure,
labeled liquid container,
spill containment,
segregated by waste
class
Storage of cans in
container

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Storage in container

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Manual transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Storage of recyclable
materials in containers

Off-site recycling

Manual transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Secured storage of
biohazard container,
segregated to reduce
risk of potential human
interaction
Storage of recyclable
materials in containers

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Manual transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Onsite or off-site landfill

Off-site recycling
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Waste Type

Description

Generation
Waste
Area
Designation/
Class

Waste Storage
Method

Cardboard –
contaminated

Packaging

Employee
Camp

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Source Separated
Collection Bins

Chemicals

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Hazardous
Waste (Liquid
Industrial
Waste)

Containment –
secured and
labelled in WSF

Copper and Brass

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Recyclable
Material

Separate Collection
Bin in area of
generation

Diesel

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Hazardous
Waste (Liquid
Industrial
Waste)

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use

Drums – metal

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Reusable /
Recyclable
Material

Drums – plastic

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Reusable /
Recyclable
Material

Generation/
Handling
routine empty of
bins direct transfer
to WSF
Temporary storage
at source separated
collection bin,
routine empty of
bins direct transfer
to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Transfer to WSF

Final Disposal

Manual transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Storage of material into
secured landfill
containers – sealed to
avoid odours and
potential of pests

Off-site landfill

Liquid tight
containment,
manual transfer to
WSF

Decant to secure,
labeled liquid container,
spill containment,
segregated by waste
class
Storage within the scrap
metal storage area of
the WSF

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Decant to secure,
labeled liquid container,
spill containment,
segregated by waste
class
Segregation of metal
drums within scrap
metal storage area of
WSF
Segregation of plastic
drums within reuse area
or recycle storage area
of WSF

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Liquid tight
containment,
transfer to WSF

Implement drum
emptying and
storage procedures

Transport to WSF as
appropriate

Vehicle transfer of
used metal drum to
the WSF

Implement drum
emptying and
storage procedure

Transport to WSF as
appropriate

Vehicle transfer of
used drum to the
WSF

Uncontrolled when
Printed

Receiving WSF
Method

Transfer to scrap metal
recycler – contractor or
service provider

Reuse onsite or transfer
to scrap metal recycler –
contractor or service
provider
Reuse onsite or transfer
to recycler – contractor
or service provider
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Waste Type

Description

Generation
Waste
Area
Designation/
Class

Electronics –
computer and
electronics –
recyclables
Electronics –
computer and
electronics- nonrecyclables
Filter – Fuel

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Recyclable
Material

Source Separated
Collection Bins

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Source Separated
Collection Bins

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Hazardous
Waste

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use
Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use
Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use
Source Separated
Collection Bins,
secured with lids to
reduce odour and
pests
Source Separated
Collection Bins

Filter – Oil

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Hazardous
Waste

Filter – Air

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Hazardous
Waste

Food Waste and
Kitchen Waste

Employee Camp

Employee
Camp

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Glass

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Recyclable
Material

Glycol

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Recyclable
Material or
Hazardous

Waste Storage
Method

Containment –
secured and

Uncontrolled when
Printed

Generation/
Handling

Transfer to WSF

Receiving WSF
Method

Final Disposal

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Separate storage within
the recycling materials
of the WSF

Off-site recycling

Storage within the nonhazardous materials
area of the WSF

Onsite or off-site landfill

Stored in a secured
container for landfill
disposal

Off-site landfill

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of

Material is segregated
and labelled
appropriately for
recycling
Material is segregated
and labelled

Off-site recycling

Container that has been
properly labelled is
stored in Hazardous
Waste area in a
containment area or on
a spill pallet, ensuring
no unallowed
substances are stored
together.

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Off-site recycling or offsite disposal at licensed
facility
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Waste Type

Description

Generation
Waste
Area
Designation/
Class
Waste (Liquid
Industrial
Waste)
Hazardous
Waste

Hazardous Waste

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Ink Cartridges

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Lights –
Fluorescent tube

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Lights – Halogen

Operation areas

Project Site

Lights – LED

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Recyclable
Material

Lights – Metal
Halide

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Metal Grease Pails

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Recyclable
Material

Recyclable
Material or
Solid Nonhazardous
Waste
Recyclable
Material or
Hazardous
Waste
Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Waste Storage
Method

Generation/
Handling

labelled in area of
use

sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

temporary storage
container to WSF

appropriately for
recycling

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Source Separated
Collection Bins as
waste

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Not Applicable –
sent directly to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of

Container that has been
properly labelled is
stored in Hazardous
Waste area, in a
containment area
Recycling material is
segregated and labelled,
otherwise stored as
solid non-hazardous
waste
Material is segregated
and labelled
appropriately for
recycling or disposal
Stored as solid nonhazardous waste

Material is segregated
and labelled
appropriately for
recycling
Stored as solid nonhazardous waste

Off-site recycling

Storage in area from
reuse or recycle/scrap
metal

Transfer to scrap metal
recycler – contractor or
service provider

Contained in
segregated bins
and/or directly sent
to WSF for storage
Contained as waste
in area of
generation and/or
sent directly to WSF
Contained in
segregated bins
and/or directly sent
to WSF for storage
Contained as waste
in area of
generation and/or
sent directly to WSF
Sent directly to
WSF for reuse, or
scrap metal area

Uncontrolled when
Printed

Transfer to WSF

Receiving WSF
Method

Final Disposal

Onsite landfill disposal
or off-site recycling
opportunity

Off-site recycling or offsite disposal at licensed
facility
Onsite landfill disposal

Onsite or off-site landfill
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Waste Type

Description

Generation
Waste
Area
Designation/
Class

Waste Storage
Method

Generation/
Handling

Transfer to WSF

Recyclable
Material or
Hazardous
waste (Liquid
Industrial
Waste)
Hazardous
Waste

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Operational
areas of the
Site

Hazardous
Waste (Liquid
Industrial
Waste)

Containment –
secured and
labelled in area of
use

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Plastics – nonrecyclable

Operation areas

Project Site

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Rubber

Operation areas

Project Site

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Contained as waste
in area of
generation and/or
sent directly to WSF
Contained as waste
in area of
generation and/or
sent directly to WSF
Contained as waste
in area of
generation and/or
sent directly to WSF

Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF

Used Oil

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Oil Absorbent
Pads/Oily Rags

Operation areas

Operational
areas of the
Site

Paints and Coatings

Operation areas

Piping – Poly/ABS/
PVC

Uncontrolled when
Printed

Receiving WSF
Method

Final Disposal

Material is segregated
and labelled
appropriately for
recycling

Off-site recycling or offsite disposal at licenced
facility

Container properly
labelled stored in
Hazardous Waste area,
in containment or on a
spill pallet
Container that has been
properly labelled is
stored in Hazardous
Waste area, in a
containment area or on
a spill pallet
Stored as solid nonhazardous waste

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Stored as solid nonhazardous waste

Onsite or off-site landfill

Stored as solid nonhazardous waste

Onsite or off-site landfill

Licensed off-site
disposal or treatment

Onsite or off-site landfill
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Waste Type

Description

Generation
Waste
Area
Designation/
Class

Solid nonhazardous

Operation areas
and Employee
Camp

Project Site

Solid Nonhazardous
Waste

Steel – structural

Operation areas

Project Site

Recyclable
Material

Waste Storage
Method
Source Separated
Collection Bins
and/or directly sent
to WSF for storage
Sent directly to
WSF

Uncontrolled when
Printed

Generation/
Handling
Temporary storage
at generation site,
sufficient volume
transfer to WSF
Not Applicable directly to WSF

Transfer to WSF

Receiving WSF
Method

Final Disposal

Manual/vehicle
transfer of
temporary storage
container to WSF
Manual/vehicle
transfer of materials
to WSF

Storage within the nonhazardous materials
area of the WSF

Onsite landfill disposal
or off-site recycling
opportunity

Stored within the scrap
metal area of the WSF

Transfer to scrap metal
recycler – contractor or
service provider
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APPENDIX C
WASTE HANDLING METHODS AND PROCEDURES
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Specific Waste Handling Methods
The following sections provide specific management methods that are to be followed for waste streams
and materials generated at the GGM site. Following these procedures will ensure best practices in the
management of waste.

Building Demolition and Construction Material Management
The activities involved in removing the existing residential, business and service structures will result in
multiple waste and recyclable materials. A definitive plan will be established so that the maximum
amount of recyclable materials is recovered and to minimize the potential for any contamination.

Demolition Material Management
As the structures are identified for demolition, a walkthrough will be undertaken to remove visible
recyclable and scrap metal opportunities and any potential of materials that require special handling and
management such as asbestos. When the demolition has occurred a combination of manual and machine
sorting will be undertaken to segregate the identifiable materials such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wiring
Piping
Drywall
Wood
Brick
Concrete
Suspect asbestos materials
Other individually identifiable materials.

Construction Material Management
There are certain materials that can be collected and identified as reusable construction material during
the demolition phase. These materials include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Brick
Wood
Concrete
Container Management

All containers and packaging must be emptied appropriately and cleaned prior to reuse and/or storage or
return to vendor programs to ensure safety. Once the container has been emptied according to protocol,
an appropriate label will be affixed. Container management will ensure that all containers that have not
gone through the appropriate emptying process, specific for their contents will be held in an area separate
from the labelled, empty containers.

Emptying Containers
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Once a container has been emptied according to the procedure applicable to its contents, it will be
deemed a non-hazardous waste. Containers will be emptied as follows:
Compressed Gas: a container/cylinder holding a compressed gas is considered empty when the pressure
in the container approaches atmospheric pressure.
Hazardous Waste: the container is triple rinsed with solvent capable of removing the material and the
solvent is captured in the hazardous waste containment system; or the container is cleaned by another
method acceptable for hazardous waste management and/or the container is equipped with an inner
liner and the liner is removed, handled and disposed of as a separate hazardous waste.
All containers will have the plugs/caps tested to ensure that seals remain intact and if a fault is found the
container will be identified as waste or the plugs/caps replaced.
All markings associated with the hazardous waste will be removed from the container and the appropriate
empty label affixed.
Drums that are not identified to be reused onsite will be recycled for scrap metal off-site.

Used Oil Filter and Oil Management
Used oil is defined as “any oil that has been refined from crude oil or any synthetic oil that has been used
and as a result of such use is contaminated by physical or chemical impurities”, and should not be
contaminated with any other substance, hazardous material or waste. If contamination occurs, this
material is no longer identified as used oil and would be managed as the contaminated substance (i.e.
hazardous waste).
Used oil filters and fuel filters will be drained prior to storage in secured containers clearly labelled as
Used Oil/Fuel Filters and stored within or on a spill containment system. Oily rags and absorbent pads
should also be secured and contained and managed in a separate secured container in proximity to the
used oil/fuel filter and used oil waste.
Used oil from transportation equipment and processing equipment will be stored within the WSF in a
secured labelled container.
Hydraulic fluid that is not reused onsite will be stored in a secured container, labelled and stored in the
WSF.
The collected used oil/fuel filter, oil rags and absorbent pads, used oil and spent hydraulic fluid will be
stored in secured containers, that can be reused from the Container Management program, clearly
labelled as their contents and stored within or on a spill containment system. Each material will be stored
until there are sufficient volumes to optimize the transportation and recycling or disposal of the materials.

Used Filter Management
There are a number of filters that could be generated from onsite operations including those from
vehicles, building, baghouses, glycol recycling units, testing labs, refinery, etc. If a filter is classified as nonhazardous due to the material and/or atmosphere in which it operates, it can be handled as an solid non-
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hazardous waste and managed within the WSF a until it is then transferred to the onsite landfill for
disposal. Filters that are classified as hazardous due to the materials that may have been treated or the
atmosphere in which they may have operated must be handled as hazardous. However, there are some
instances where recovery may be an option.
Refinery baghouse air filters that have the potential to contain silver and arsenic should be handled and
processed as such.
Air filters that have the potential to contain mercury or lead will be handled as hazardous waste and
management will be specific to those elements.

Battery Management
Rechargeable batteries will be the first choice for use onsite however not every application can be
operated with these types of batteries. To maximize the collection of spent batteries there will be a
separate collection bin included in the source separation/recycling systems located throughout the
Project site. The collection bins will be brought to the WSF to be collated and stored within a secured,
properly labelled container. This container could be from the Container Management program. A
sufficient volume will be collected to optimize the transportation and recycling of the spent batteries as
these will require off-site transport to a MECP licensed recycling/disposal facility.
Lead acid batteries require additional handling. Used lead acid batteries will be kept within a designated
area of the WSF, inventoried and secured within a spill containment area or on spill pallets to mitigate the
potential risk of leakage. The storage of these spent batteries will be designed to minimize hazardous
waste requirements and the transportation off-site to a MECP licensed recycling/disposal facility.

Chemical and Reagent Management
Substances that are considered non-hazardous waste and can be disposed of as solid non-hazardous
waste in the onsite landfill (i.e. borax, silica ash, soda ash).
Substances that are considered hazardous require segregated storage, special handling and storage in a
spill containment system until pick up by a Waste Management Service provider (i.e. sodium nitrate,
ammonium nitrate, nitric acid, lime, etc.).

Employee Camp Material Management
Household waste will be generated from the employees and contractors at the temporary mine camp.
These wastes will be separated at source in the bins and the waste brought to the WSF to be further
sorted.

Biological Waste
Due to the habitation of employees on the site there will be the generation of personal waste within the
camp areas. There is adequate capacity to connect the temporary camp to the Municipality of
Greenstone’s sanitary sewer system. If required, portable washroom facilities will also be used at the
temporary camp during construction.
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There will be the generation of other biological waste such as needles, syringes, scalpel blades and the
potential for blood-and-tissue contaminated materials. This type of biological waste will be properly
collected and contained in biohazard containers in the first aid area as well as within personal rooms for
specific medical conditions. These biological waste containers will be transported off-site for appropriate
medical waste treatment and disposal. Appropriate labelling, manifesting, handling and treatment will
ensure compliance will all Ministry of Labour and MECP requirements as well as best practices. The
transportation, receiving, processing, treatment and/or disposal of the biological waste will be completed
through MECP licensed contractors, providers and facilities.

Food Waste
This includes waste from the kitchen, cafeteria and personal rooms. It is extremely important to have tight
management on this material to avoid insects or rodents and attraction of any wildlife to the camp. The
source separated waste collection bins will have the ability to collect the food wastes and scraps. This
material will be kept segregated within the WSF, in secured containers, to ensure control and security
from the potential vector attraction. This material will be sent to the Municipal landfill on a routine cycle
to ensure there is limited ability to impact the Waste Facility operations with odour and other potential
issues related to food decomposition.

Recyclable Material
There is a specific list of materials that are acceptable for recycling. These materials will be identified on
the source separated waste receptables that will be located throughout the Project site. The source
separated waste will be collected and brought to the WSF for the material to be consolidated into
containers. Once a sufficient volume of the recyclable materials has been stored to make the collection
feasible arrangements for the material to be transported for recycling will be undertaken.

Non-hazardous Solid Waste
Material that is not classified as food waste or recyclable nor meets any of the other classifications
provided will be deemed non-hazardous solid waste. There will be a receptacle available at the source
separation waste stations for these materials with signage identifying some examples. This material will
be collected at the WSF and as sufficient volumes are reached the material will be deposited onsite within
the onsite landfill.

Aerosol Can Management
All aerosol cans will be managed onsite as an entire waste product. These will be separated within the
WSF and securely stored as a hazardous waste. The containment will be properly labelled, and the
ultimate disposal and/or treatment will be at a MECP licensed facility.

Light Bulb and Lamp Management
There is the possibility that different light bulbs and lamps will be used onsite. There is a recycling program
for fluorescent lights within Ontario however the specific requirements for the management of this
potential waste stream needs to be revised once the number and type of bulbs/lamps are identified. The
temporary plan is to have these bulbs/lamps stored within the WSF as a separate waste stream if there is
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a recycling ability for them. If there are no options for recycling, the bulbs/lamps will be identified as solid
non-hazardous waste and disposed of onsite within the onsite landfill.

Hazardous Waste Management
Materials and substances that are classified as Hazardous Waste will have containment specifications
based on the class of material. The containers will be within a containment area and/or a spill pallet
system. There will also be incompatibility requirements between different hazardous waste substances
that will need to be considered when storing the containers.
GGM will register the Project site under the Hazardous Waste Information Network (HWIN) as a Generator
to allow for any contractor or service provider to be able to pick up the hazardous waste materials. The
six-part Waste Manifest will be completed by the licensed contractor or service provider at the time of
accepting the hazardous waste from the Project site.

Paints Management
Paint will be sourced for specific purposes to limit the amount that will be identified as waste. Disposing
of any paint product will be done as follows:
Water-based, latex or acrylic paint in solid form or painting support materials such as brushes, rags, rollers,
etc., are classified as non-hazardous waste and will be sent to landfill while liquid forms of paint will be
handled as liquid industrial waste and disposed of at the local landfill or through a licensed hauler/disposal
company.
Oil-based paint in solid form or painting support materials such as brushes, rags, rollers, etc., are nonhazardous and will be handled as liquid industrial waste and disposed of at the local landfill or through a
licensed hauler/disposal company.
Thinners, reducers and solvent-based paint in liquid or solid form or painting support materials may be
classified as hazardous waste and will be required to be handled, stored, disposed of and treated
according to regulatory requirements.

Solvent Management
GGM will be striving to utilize non-hazardous solvents whenever possible and maintaining these solvents
as a pure source. Avoiding any contamination sources, these can be handled as non-hazardous materials.
However, since these materials are in a liquid form they could be removed from site as an industrial waste
depending on their waste classification and/or handled within the wastewater treatment system onsite.

Scrap Metal
The generation of scrap metal at the GGM site could be from the demolition of buildings, empty drums,
drinking cans (aluminium cans) steel food cans, welding rod, grinding ball chips, mill liners, crush liners
and copper wire, all from the various processes at the site as well as from the employee comfort and
common areas.
GGM will, to all extent possible, recover and recycle all scrap metal generated at the site.
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Tire Management
GGM will participate in any tire recycling programs and/or retreading programs where possible. The goal
will be to recycle any tires used onsite by re-treading; however, if that is not a feasible option, having a
tire management program would be essential for any contractor/service that GGM is working with. A
potential recovery use for tire materials is a tire shredding program for use in pavement, ground cover for
playground equipment, etc.

Wood Management
Wood material – treated and untreated – is planned to be collected and separated within the WSF. GGM
will reuse the wood onsite construction where possible. If the wood material is not reused onsite there is
the possibility that the wood could be made available for community projects, reuse or recovery
opportunities. Any wood material not reused or recovered will be disposed of in the onsite or off-site
landfill.

Rags and Textile Materials Management
Rags and other textile materials to be used onsite are single use items and could be sent to the landfill as
an organic waste stream. These materials will be source separated where feasible and unless
contaminated by hazardous materials or other contaminants that do not allow them to be sent to the
landfill would be disposed of correctly. The materials will be sorted within the WSF along will the other
waste generated onsite.

Antifreeze and Coolant Management
Ethylene glycol and propylene glycol are commonly referred to as antifreeze or coolant. Ethylene glycol
is the typical substance used in vehicles and generators for their coolant solutions. Heat exchangers would
typically use propylene glycol for their systems. The following is the glycol management procedure for
the GGM site:
Used glycol will be recycled whenever possible. There are certain equipment systems and glycol solutions
that allow for reuse within the equipment with the addition of additives or a combination of a glycol
recycling unit and additives.
Glycol that cannot be recycled within its system will be collected onsite and transported for off-site
recycling.
Glycol that cannot be recycled will be contained appropriately, labeled and disposed of under appropriate
regulatory requirements.

Paper and Cardboard
Paper and cardboard products will be source separated in the collection bins around the Project site. Both
paper and cardboard are recyclable materials, however the municipal landfill does not accept these
materials as recyclables. The cardboard and paper will be kept in separate containers to improve the
recycling potential and stored in the WSF. Once a sufficient amount of each material has been collected
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to optimize the transport and recycling of the material, a contractor/service provider will be contacted
for removal to an appropriate recycling facility.

Miscellaneous Materials Management
There are multiple sources of waste that are not specifically designated nor do they meet a type of waste
description. These generally involve some form of plastic, rubber or insulation materials.
Packing materials such as bubble wrap or peanuts will be secured, if not contaminated, and will be
identified as solid non-hazardous material and can be contained in the onsite landfill or sent off-site to
the municipal landfill.
Fibreglass insulation, if not contaminated and not meeting hazardous classifications will be contained in
the onsite landfill as an solid non-hazardous waste or sent off-site to the municipal landfill.
Rubber products, if not contaminated, will also be identified as a solid non-hazardous waste. This material
will be contained in the solid non-hazardous landfill or sent to the off-site municipal landfill.
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APPENDIX D
COMMUNICATIONS
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jack Milne
Shane Hayes
Meghan Bertenshaw
Re: Hardrock Project Capacity Request
September 25, 2020 4:33:53 PM

Thank you for the email and briefing of your requirements,
We would be able to receive the 13,000 cubic meters. We have the capability to accept another
1,500,000 cubic meters and we are in the process of applying for an expansion. Our Certificate
of approval is number A7310904. If there is anything else I can do in the future please don’t
hesitate to let me know, we also have a roll off bin service that we do as well.
On Sep 25, 2020, at 1:41 PM, Shane Hayes <Shane.Hayes@ggmines.com>
wrote:
Jack,
Greenstone Gold Mines (GGM) is in the process of permitting the Hardrock Project (an
open pit gold mine) in Geraldton, ON. For non-hazardous waste disposal, the project is
planning on utilizing the Long Lac Municipal Landfill as well as an onsite landfill that is
yet to be permitted. The on site landfill is proposed to be permitted for <40,000 m3 of
solid non-hazardous waste. As per GGM’s environmental assessment approval
conditions, we need to provide the MECP with confirmation that if the on site landfill is
not approved, then 13,000 m3 of waste and up to 40,000 m3 can be received at your
landfill.
1. Can you please confirm if the Milne Landfill can receive 13,000 m3 of solid nonhazardous waste from Geraldton?
2. What would be the total volume that the Milne Landfill can receive over the next
15 years?
3. What is the Certificate of Approval number that the landfill operates under?
Please let me know if you have any questions or require more information.
Sincerely,
Shane Hayes | Permitting Coordinator
C: (807) 228-0373
shane.hayes@ggmines.com
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